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Steel Eagle is a high-speed arcade game based on the series, with new gameplay systems, new poses and new music.
The game is set in Japan, and the protagonist is a group of five girls who are aspiring to be Judo Supergirls; each of
them has a unique fighting style. *Struggle to maintain his super speed to get past enemies before they reach you.
【Main Features】 1. Unique gameplay systems Proud to be an official fighting game, Steel Eagle brings you a unique

experience with high-speed gameplay, a new set of characters, new characters, new poses and new music. 2. You will
develop your own style of fighting to win, win the heart of the girl you're going out with. • You can perform many

styles of fighting, ranging from high speed to street fighting, each with their own unique combat system. • Brawl to
win the heart of the girl you're going out with! 3. A thrilling fashion life. • Style up the girls and go on dates,

participate in photo shoots, and more! • Dress the girls in unique outfits and go on dates! 4. Cool characters and other
features that help you on your quest. • Each girl will serve a mysterious role, fighting in a different style, and help you
battle in a different way. 5. A rich character development system where you can customize and develop your style of

fighting. 6. Unique interactions between the girls while they're fighting. 7. Endless playability and customization! • You
can customise outfits, accessories, poses, etc. to build your own unique personality and style. 8. A brand new scoring

system, and a huge high score table! 9. Daily 2 player ranking matches to fight for the title of Judo Supergirl! 10.
Various high-speed missions to challenge! The girls who appear in Steel Eagle include: * Yumi: The World's Number

One Supergirl, she specializes in high speed katas and street fighting. * Asuka: A gorgeous, adorable and highly skilled
crime fighter, Asuka uses charming combos and fighting style with a pink emphasis. * Yomi: A tough girl, Yomi has a
special big brother aura about her, and uses an explosive kata style that sets the stage on fire. * Ryōna: The first girl

to defeat the Supergirl known as Black Widow and she is considered the Judo "Queen" of Japan

Tiger Fighter 1931 Sunset MP011 Features Key:
True platform type action adventure game.
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Unbeatable combinations of sword and fairy in the fight.
A variety of super weapons that can change the rules and put the game into a new direction.

Robust framework, unique atmosphere with brilliant animations that you’ve never seen before.
A great story with exhilarating battle and narration from famous directors.

Control and Super Flying Mode throughout, play the game as you like.
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